PhD students and scientists from the Faculty of Geoengineering, Mining and Geology at the Wrocław University of Science and Technology are pleased to invite you to participate in an online XXI Conference of PhD Students and Young Scientists, which will take place from 23 to 25 June, 2021. The Conference has always been an excellent opportunity to exchange experiences, share findings and establish both scientific and social contacts.

Scientific programme of the XXI Conference of PhD Students and Young Scientists will focus on four thematic panels:

1. **Mining Engineering**: sustainable development, digitalisation in mining, problems of securing, protecting and using remnants of old mining works, underground mining, opencast mining, mineral processing, waste management, mining machinery, mine transport, economics in mining, mining aeronautics, ventilation and air conditioning in mines.

2. **Earth and Space Sciences**: geology, hydrogeology, extraterrestrial resources, groundwater and medicinal waters, geotourism

3. **Geoengineering**: environmental protection, applied geotechnics, rock and soil mechanics, heohazards

4. **Geoinformation**: mining geodesy, GIS, photogrammetry and remote sensing, geodata modeling and analysis.

**PUBLICATIONS**
Participants of the Conference will have the opportunity to publish articles as the IOP Conference Series Earth and Environmental Science (EES). There's no possibility to publish an article without the participation in the Conference. The author/team of authors may publish up to two articles.

**DEADLINES AND CONFERENCE FEE**
Registration: March 01 - June 07, 2021
Abstract of presentation/poster submission: June 10, 2021
Full text submission: May 31, 2021

The Conferences fee:
- Standard participation fee: 50 EUR (200 PLN)
- Special participation fee for participants in last year’s Conference: 40 EUR (160 PLN)
- Special participation fee for students under 30 years of age: 30 EUR (120 PLN)
- Participation + publication fee: 125 EUR (500 PLN)
- Payment for an additional article: 100 EUR (400 PLN)

For more information please visit cpsys.pwr.edu.pl